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INTRODUCTION

The following packet attempts to provide useful information for
classroom teachers who will be working with Vietnamese students.
Cultural differences, general information, English as a Second
Language teaching strategies, and resources are enclosed.

It must be emphasized that the Vietnamese child is as most
children would be in a strange situation, i.e., curious, sensitive,
and anxious for acceptance.' These students already have valid
customs, manners, and language that relate to interacting with
Vietnamese. Naturally differences exist between Americans and
Vietnamese. Often times these differences become deficits. It

is not unusual for students from different racial or language
backgrounds,to be forced to deny or reject home values as a method
to gain success in school.

/-

Traditionally, schools have encouraged this rejection by either
directly or indirectly teaching the right way to do t ings for
things that do not necessarily have a right way. For example,
the best textbook breakfast may not be as nutritious or appropriate
as some other alternative in the morning.

Hopefully, the Vietnamese students can lean American customs and
values with minimal embarrassment and shame regarding their racial
and cultural difference, without precip4ating a total rejection
of their own culture. Instead, the expeMience should become a
sharing opportunity where they can learn,about America and where
Americans can ]earn about the positive nature of racial and cultural
differences.

This objective should be a Major 'concern of all teachers, especially
those who work closely with students from A different'racial or
language-background.
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HISTORY

A Dragon and a Goddess

Vietnam has one of the world's oldest living civilisations, It dates
back to hundeeds of years before the birth of Christ, with roots in
Asian religions and philosophies.

Legend has it that from the union of dragon and goddess
Came the hundred venerable ancestors of all Vietnamese. Belief in
their common origin united the people and gave them a symbol
around which to rally in the face of foreign invasion. Until 1955, the
Vietnam coat-of-arms displayed a dragon carrying the country on
its beck. The coat-of-arms now feturai the bamboo plant.

The Viet. originally occupied southern and southeastern Chins
and the east coast of the Indochinese peninsula almost as far south
as Hui-, the old capital of Vietnam. In 111 B.C., their king/do/1i of
Nam Viet was conquered by the Chinese, who controlled the country
almost continuously for the next thousand years

At times the Viet rebelled usually unsuccessfully. A revolt led
by the Trunk sisters m 43 A.D. drove out the Chinese for a time.
But the Chinese were vanquished only temporarily. In a few years
they came back and the Trung sisters committed suicide by throw.

themselves into the river,

The Viets made Another courageous stand for survival as a free
nation when, in 1284. they repulsed the Mongolian hordes of Kublai
Khan. Inthe next century they pushed southward to conquer the
once-great kingdom of Champa which occupied as much of what is
now South Vietnam. They also met the Khmers (Cambodins) on
the field of battle and forced them to retreat to their present bound-
aries.

Champa never recovered from its defeat by the Viet% in Vijayn
in 1471, and it dinappenred from history during the 1700a How-
ever, about 25.000 Chains 'who have never been assimilated into
Vietnamese life still cluster in their own villages near Phan Rang,
abr. ats midway down the coast They follow a way of life scarcely
distinguishable from that of urualvanced trihespeople in the area,^
and speak only their ntive Cham language

Vietnam's Golden Age

Under the Le dynasty founded in the 15th century. Vietnam
enjoyed period of brilliant progress. Arts, crafts, agriculture, and
commerce flourished. The code of laws developed during this time
remained in effect until almost modern times.

The Le dynasty went through period, of strength and weakness
Two powerful families. the Trinh and the Nguyen, finally reduced
the Le regime to puppet status and divided the country between
themselves. The Truth controlled the northern region, and the
Nguyen controlled the central and southern regions of Vietnam.

In 1807 the last scion of the original Nguyrn family Gin Long
managed to grim the throne and timer all Vietnam tinder a ;Ingle
government administration and set M laws In tilts enlightened era,
there were schools in most villages. and foreign trade wan encouraged
and carried on through settlements of Dutch. Portuguese, French.
and Japanese merchants in !evens', towns

The French Take °veil

The French assumed control over the province of Cochin China
in 1863. Before another decade hits passed, the other two regions.
ToRkin and Annnm, also went wider French rule From that time
until World Wnr II. the country was part of French Indochina.
The other two parts were Cambodia and Laos

After the toll of France in 1940, the Japanese occupied French
Indochina. Thu occupation continued until 1945 when Jnpnn
granted Vietnam independence under puppet emperor, Bao Dal

Meanwhile, by the time of the Japanese occupatfrin, n group of
expairiateanti-French Vietnamese had formed in South China.
One of these was Ho Chi Minh, A dedicated Communist, who entered
Hanoi secretly in 1944. A year later, after Japan's surrender to the
Allies, Ho's foram became the "Vietnam Liberation Army" and the

shadow government of Emperor Bao Doi set up by Japan soon fell
before the Communist leader's well-organized onslaught, The em-
peror abdicated, handing over his powers to Ho Chi Minh. At the
same time, "Provisional Executive Committ,te for South Viet-
nam," with seven Communists among its nine members, tools con-
trol of Saigon.

Communists Show Their Hand

Like many other colonial people, the Vietnamese wanted national
independence above all. That is why many followed Ho Chi Minh
and the Communist- directed Viet Minh, which pretended to be
non-Communist league for the country's independence..

When the French tried to regain foothold in Vietnam in 1946,
Viet Minh forces attacked them on a wide front, supported by many
people who had only one porpoise national independence. So began
the costly 8-year Indochina war that ended with tae division of
Vietnam at Geneva conference table in July 1954" The southern
part of the country struck out as a free nation the Republic of
Vietnam undrr the leadership of Ngo dinh Diem, with Saigon ae
its capital. The northern part of the country became the Commu-
nist-ruled Democratic Republic of Vietnam, with Hanoi as its
capital.

THE REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM

A referendutn in October 1955 offered the people of South Vietnam
choice between Emperor Bao Dai as chief of state patterned on

the old regime,' and Ngo dinh Diem as chief of state of republic.
The vote was overwhelmingly in favor of the latter, and the Repub-
lk was proclaimed with Ngo dinh Diem as President.

The Republic of Vietnam has been recognized diplomatically by
most of the free nations of the world, While not a tnembet of the
United Nations, it is represented on several specialized agencies of
that body and regularly sends observers to U. N. meetings and to
meetings of the Colombo Plan nations. It also participated officially
in the Bandung Conference in 1955. Though not a member of the
Southeast Asia Trraty Organization, South Vietnam is regarded as
within the treaty area and its security ID a direct concern of SEATO.

A constitutional assembly was elected in March 196, and on
July 7 a national constitution was adopted, maim-1g good still
toward showing what a determined nation can accomplish under
dedicated leadership.

The war-ravaged country faced staggering problems. - ruined
economy, an influx of 900,000 refugees from Communist North
Vietnam, the rivalries of political factions, and the anti-Government
activities of the Viet Cong, a subversive network the North Viet-
narrtese had left in the South after the country was divided.

But through their own efforts, and with economic aid from the
United States and other free-world countries, the South Vietnamese
people began to prosper. By 1960, South Vietnam had made signi
ficant progress in agriculture, industry, health, education, and other
fields. Rice and rubber production exceeded prewar production, the
transportation system wan largely rehuilt and new industries were
started. The number of primary school teachers tripled and school
enrollment soared. Three thousand medical aid stations and matern-
ity clinics were established throughout the country.



Family Loyalty

The Vietnamese are justifiably proud of their culture and national
identity, but their primary -social outlook revolves around their

farhily and village. These claim first allegiance. Members of a
family, for instance, have an absolute obligationto be violated

only at the risk of serious dishonor to care for their relatives and

to prevent any of them from being in want. Even 'after a girl mar-
ries, her love and respect for her parents traditionally continue to
overshadow her love and respect for her husband.

The traditional family unit includes living and dead members

and members not yet born. On festival days and in family cere-
monies the ancestors are revered, and at all times there Is thought
of the grandsons and great-grandsons yet to be born who will carry
on the family name. A family without male heirs is assumed to
have disappeared.

The importance of family is evident in the many terms used to
denote family relationships. In addition to the usual ones like
father, mother, brother, sister, the Vietnamese have terms to show
relative age, the father's side of the family versus the mother's, and
other niceties of relationship. In keeping with the lesser importance
of younger people, there is only one term for younger brother or
sister. Either is em. But onh means elder brother and chi, elder
sister.

Older people with their accumulation of lifetime of experience
are considered the wisest members of society and therefore are ac-
corded the highest standing. If you are invited to a Vietnamese
home for meal, be sure to let the older people begin eating before
you do. Be solicitous about helping them to things on the table.
Older Vietnamese, by the way, will usually not shake hands but
will greet you by joining their hands in front of them and inclining'
their heads very slightly. Responding with the same gesture will
show them that you know and appreciate this respectful custom.

Woman's Place Is at Homo

Since the purpose of marriage is to continue the family line, the
parents believe that the selection of proper wife for their son is
their personal responsibility. n duty they owe both to their ancestors
and to their son and his future children. Usually with the help of

"go-between,- they search for girl who is skillful at housework
and who will be good mother to many children. Beauty is not as
desirable as good character In fact, beauty is sometimes considered

disadvantage because the Vietnamese believe that (ate seldom is
kind to beautiful women

The traditional position of women is totally subordinate to men
and their social life 19 limited At the came Brno, wives often excr
CIPC great dent of influence in the family, parficularly in canner-4
tion with financial affairs and, of course, in selecting marriage

- partners for their sons rind daughters

People of upprr class fornilies, as well as people living inavilfages
removed from big city and Western influences, continue to follow
time honored traditions and customs. Among others, the customs
have been considerably modified. Women are assuming a new and
important position' in the life of the nation, and young men stud
women are breaking away from tradition to choose their own mar-
riage partners.

, The Professional Man

The Villtnamese have always felt that a deep division exists be-
tween manual and "Intellectual" labor. Traditionally Vietnamese
who have achieved positions with the Government as result of
lot% and patient study, or who have become doctors, teachers, and
so on, avoid using their hands for tasks they feel they have gradu-
ated beyond. It would be unusual, for example, to see such a per-
son washing his car, helping his wife clear the table, or working in
the garden.

Another-thing, a Vietnamese might avoid looking a superior in
the eye when talking to him. This does not mean the man cannot
be trusted. It means he is being polite by not "staring" at a person
of greater standing.

At your first meeting with a Vietnamese he might ask: "How
much money do you make?" This is a natural question in the se-
quence of "Are you married?' and "How many children do you
have?" It simply expresses polite interest: If you feel uncomfort-
able about replying, you can avoid direct answer by stating that
you are paid in American dollars and don't know what the equiva-
lent would be in Vietnamese currency. Your indirect reply lets the
other person know you do not want -to answer and have told !aim
so poUtaly, The matter is thus dropped without embarrassing
anybody,

If you want to ask favor, you should remember that hinting
and indirection are preferable to making an outright request, Also
avoid launching too quickly into a new topic or disagreeing t
vehemently. Exercise moderation in your conversation. At a first"
meeting, it is often best to stay on safe topics like families or the
weather.

Politeness and Restraint,

Even among the most sophisticated Vietnamese, manner: have
not become lax or social customs unrestrained. Manners are con-
ditioned by age-old religious teachings and are deeply ingrained in
the life of the people.

Public display of emotion is almost always cbnatidered in bad
taste. Raising the voice, shouting, or gesturing wildly are most
impolite. Tied in with the view that marriage is primarily for con
tinuance of the family line is a feeling that display of affection
should be confined to the privacy of the home --and even there, not
practiced before guests.

The Vietnamese regard men and women who walk armin-arm
as vulgar. But you piny occasionally see two boys or men walking
down the street hand in lined. This is an ordinary mark of. friend
ship common to many Asian and other countries



Town and Country

The architecture of homes in the cities and towns shows French
and other Western influence, and decoration and furnishings also
have decidedly Western touch. But in the rural districts and
mountain villages you will find thatched roofs, mud walls, pounded
dirt floors, and little furniture. Some of the more Pretentious rural
housei have tile roofs, wooden walls, and floors of tile or flat brick
squares set in mortar.

A feature of most homes is the family altar containing tablet
bearing the napes of the family's ancestors going back at least to
the great - grandfather. Veneration for the family's ancestors is per-
petuated through the eldest son who is expected to succeed his
father in caring for the altar. The altar may take up as much as
one-sixth of the entire floor space of the house, excluding the kitchen.
The kitchen is customarily built adjoining but separate from the
living quarters.

Another interesting feature of Vietnamese home is the-plank
bed. Often made of costly wood with inlaid mother-of-pearl, the
bed may be as large as eight by five feet. Except for mosquito
net there is generally no bedding The Vietnamese feel that in their
hot climate it is more comfortable to sleep without bedding.

Village Life

The Vietnamese village, lane and xa, is an administrative unit
rather like a county in the United States. It is made up of number
of scattered hamlets or tsp, each set against backdrop of bamboo
thickets and groves of areca (betel nut) and coconut palms. Located
at the village seat of government are a school, athletic or parade
geld, and meeting hall. Some villages also have dispensary and
a maternity building containing a couple of beds and staffed by
trained midwife.

An "Information" booth displays Government notices. Saigon
newspapers may be kept here for public reference. The dinh. or
village communal temple, houses a decree naming the village guard-
ian spirit.

There is also a village market. On market day, which is once or
twice week, people file out of the hamlets to follow the narrow
paths or rice paddy banks to the marketplace They come to sell,
to buy, or just to gossip. Some balance baskets of fresh fruits and
vegetables on their heads.

A shopper can buy live chickens or duck eggs, conical hats to
ward off the sun and plastic coats to keep away the rain, or Chinese
herbs and Western aspirin, and even brightly colored scarf in
which to carry purchases.

A popular feature at the market is the man with portable stove-
and-bakery suspended from the ends of bamboo pole balanced
across his shoulders. From this ingenious double -duty device the
merchant offers noodle soup on one side, papaya and red peppers
on the other.

What's for Supper?

The average Vietnamese consumes less than two-thirds the cal°-
rills the average American puts away ciierycley. Starvation is ex-
tremely rare, but the basically vegetarian diet sometimes lacks
proteins, vitamins, and minerals.

Most middle-class families have ample meals consisting of four
types of foods one salted, one fried or roasted, a vegetable soup,
and. rice. The soup (canh) is an important part of the mesh and
may contain bits of fish or meat along with the vegetables.

Ries is the staple fold and its preparation is a grave responsi-
bility for the women ofthe household. All girls err supposed to
learn to cook as an essential part of their education. During the
Moon Fentyill they prepare their best dishes so that the eligible
bachelors mat see how well they can cookparticularly bank
trun/ thuthe S'Oelal...a.4.00n Festival Cakes.

Fruits and Vegetables

The fruits and vegetables of Vietnam include many kinds familiar
to you and others you may not know much about. Bananas, apples,
pears, plums, oranges are among the familiar fruits; pomegranates
and papayas, among the more exotic. Here you find the Jujube
a sort of thorn tree with fruit that flavors some of our candiesand the which is fruit known in its dried form as "litchinut." A the vegetables are common once like potatoes, tur-
nips, carrots, onions, and beans; eggplant disguised under the name
auboriline, and water bindweed, an herb that comes from the same
family as our morning-glory flower.

Avoid eating raw vegetables or unpeeled fruit and drinking
water that is not boiled or otherwise purified.

The Fish Is Good

When the meal extends beyond vegetable and rice dishes, ftsh is
generally served. More than 300 edible fish come from the sea and
the inland waterways of Vietnam. Sole, mackerel, anchovy, tuna,
squid, sardine, crab, and lobster are only a few. The tiny shrimp
and oysters from the China Sea are particularly luscious, as.are.
soups prepared from turtles caught on the beaches and in coilleitl
waters.

The Vietnamese excel at preparing fish. Sometimes the fish is
sautéed with onions, mushrooms, and vermicelli; or it may be slowly
cooked with tomatoes, salted bamboo shoots, carrots, and leeks.-----dterp are often fried with celery. Eels make a banquet dish when
sauteed in sauce made of sugar, vinegar, rice flour, and sour-and-
sweet soybean sauce: Another specialty is eel wrapped in aromatic
leaves and grilled over charcoal, or boiled with green bananas, veg-
etables, saffron, and onions.

A fermented sauce made of fish and saltnuoo mam--is almost
s much staple of diet as rice. It is served almost everywhere andwith almost every meal. Many Westerners develop quite a tastefor it.

Meat Dishes

Although Buddhism condemns the killing of.living 'things, aril.;
,nals and fowl are killed for food. Pork is more commonly found op
he average family's menu than beef. It is roasted or sauteed with
.arious vegetables and kerbs. Lean pork bakeld in crisp loaf with
shoos seasonings, including cinnamon, is a tasty dish known es
ha -lust.

A popular beef dish is made by cutting raw beef in thin slices and
,ouring boiling water over it, then promptly eating it with a dres-
.ing of soybean sauce and ginger. "Beef in seven deithes" is much
Ippreciated by visitors as well as local people. One of these is
,,eef soup; in another. beef is cut into chunks or sliced, or else ground
and forrned in little balls or patties. Each has its own delicious sauce.

Hens are prepared to gourmet's taste by stuffing Avith aromatic
vegetables, seasoned with salt, pepper, garlic, and basted With coco-
nut milk while roasting, or, after boning, by filling with meat, chest-
nuts, mushrooms, and onions and basting with honey while baking.

Tea at All Timos

Tea is the principal Vietnamese beverage in the morning, after-
noon, and evening for any occasion or no occasion at all. At
mealtime it is usually served after the meal rather than with it.
Chinese ten is much appreciated, particularly when flavored with

us or jasmine, but it is too expensive fur Inuit people. They use
he local teas: driedlieho-kho), roasted (ch-man), or dried flower-

hurls, Mhe-nu). ',ea. incidentally, is an accept-while gift under
ihnost any circumstance.



When coffee is served, it is generally offered with milk as café au
Tait in the morning, or black as café noir for an after-dinner demi-
tasse.

In towns and cities you can generally get cognac, whiskey, French
wines, and champagne.

Alcoholic beverages produced locally are principally beer and
ruou nap, made from fermented glutinous rice.

Festivals and Lunar Calendar

Outside of the larger cities and the relatively few Christiain areas,
the routine of work goes on day after day without pausAon the
seventh. From dawn to dark the father tills the fields or casts. his
nets for fish; the women and all but the very young children help
in the paddles or tend to household duties. Only when there is a
national holiday or religious festival does the daily routine of "work,
eat, sleep" come to a temporary halt.

The following poem expresses the ritual of Vietnamese life and
festivals:

January, celebrate the New Year at home;

February, gambling: March, local festivals:
April, cook bean pudding;
Celebrate ttie feast of Doan Ngo at the return of May;
June, buy ionanns and sell wild cherries;
At the midJuly full moon, pardon the wandering spirits;
August, celebrate the lantern festival;
At the return of September, sell persimmons with the others':

October, buy paddy (unhulled rice) and sell kapok:
November and December, work is finished.

All of the festivals mentioned in the poerrrare based on the lunar

calendar. This causes the dates to vary from year to year by our
calendar, like our Easter.

The Vietnamese lunar calendar, like the Chinese, begins with the
year 9637 B.C. It has 12 months of 29 or 30 days each, totaling
355.days. Every third year or so an extra month is slipped in be.
tween the third and fourth months to reconcile the lunar calendar
with the solar calendar. An advantage 9f the lunar calendar (at
least to moonminded people) is that you can count on alull moon
on the 15th day of each month.

Instead of centuries of 100 years each, the Vietnamese calendar
is divided into 60yeai' periods. Each year in one of these periods
is designated by one of five elements and one of 12 animals; Wood,
fire, earth, metal, water; and rot, buffalo, tiger, cat, dragon, snake,
horse, goat, monkey, chicken, dog, and pig: The year 1966 --which
it the Vietnamese year 4003 is designated by the combination of
wood and horse. but you will commonly hear it referred to as "Year
a the 1Iorse," just as 1965 was called the "Year of the Snake."

Annual Festivals

The chief Vietnamese festivals by the lunar calendar are:

The New Year, Tot Nguyen Dan, 1st through 7th day of
1st month;

The Summer Solstice, Doan Ngo, 5th day of the 5th month;

Wanderipg Souls, Trung Nguyen, 15th day of -the 7th
month; also celebrated on the 15th day of the 1st and 10th
inrmt hs;
Mid Alituron, Trung Thu, 15th day of the 8th month;
Tran Hung Delo, 20th day of the 8th month; and
1-0 Loi, 22nd of the 8th month.

I

The Tet Nguyen Dan, of ) New Year, often called "Tet," is the
big event of the year. It marks the beginning of spring, and by the
solar caltrar usually falls toward the end of January or In early
February. All work usually stops for the first three days, and most
shops are closed.

Vietnamese tradition attaches great significance to the first visitor
of the New Year. He is thought to influence the happiness or well-
being of the family during the entire year. If rich man or one
with lot of children or one or high social position is the first to
cross the threshold, the family's fortunes will be correspondingly
affected. A happy man with good name like Phuoo (happiness) is
preferable to sad man or one named Cho (dog). In fact, some
families go out of their way to invite propitious first-tfiest, and
to discourage all others from entering before him.

Eating the New Year'i cake, banh chung, is another means of
insuring prosperity. The cake consists of a' combination of sticky
rice, pork, and soybeans wrapped in green bamboo or rush leaves,
and thenvlsoiled.

At the time of the New Year, new clothes are in order and old
debts are settled.

The festival begins with veneration at the family shrine and pub-
lic worship with people carrying lighted candles and incense. There
are presents for the children, feasts, and gay, noisy public celebra-
tions. Firecrackers are forbidden during wartime, but there is always
the sound of gongs and cymbals and the traditional unicorn dance.
The unicorn brings luck, especially to those who hang money from
their windows for the unicorn to eat!

Religion Con Be Plural

Instead of saying one religion is right and all others wrong, the
Vietnamese are more apt to take the position that one is right and
another is not wrong either. For instance, a man who makes offer.

'ings in I Buddhist temple probably also pays reverence to the an.
cestral altar in his own home in keeping with the teachings of Con-

You may even find Christ, Confucius, Mohammed, and
Buddha all honored in the same temple.

Consequently, it is not too meaningful to say that certain per
tentage of the Vietnamese are Buddhists and another percent some-

<thing else. The percentages may be made up of individuals who
are both Buddhists and something else.

Religion has been significant factor in the Vietnam way of life
throughout history. The present culture and customs of these
proud and sensitive people are strongly conditioned by their reli-
gious beliefs. For example, feeling that the universe and man's
place in it are essentially preordained and unchanging, they place
high value on stoicism, patience, courage, and resiliency In the face
of adversity.

To get along in Vietnam you must have some understanding of
these traditional beliefs. If, for instance, you did not know that
the parts of the human body are believed to possess varying degrees
of worthinessstarting with the head you Would not see why pat-
ting person on the head might be considered a gross insult. Or
why it would be insulting for you to sit with your legs crossed and
pointed toward some individual. Either of these actions could cause
you to be regarded, in a poor light by Vietnamese who follow the'
traditional ways.

'p Religion is an iftiportantelerpent in the political views most Viet-
namese have, and religious leaders in recent years have played an
increasingly active role in Vietnamese politico.

t)



Confucianism. Confucianism, a philosophy brought to Vietriam
Centuries ago by the Chinese, not only has been major religion for
centuries, but also has contributed immensely to the development
of the cultural, moral, and political-life of the country. It estab-
lishes a code of relations between people, the most important being
the relation between sovereign and subject, father and son, wife and
husband, younger to older people, friend to friend. Teaching that
disorders in a group spring from improper conduct on the part of
its individual members, achievement of harmony is held to be the
first duty of every Confucianist.

When he dies, the Confucianist is revered as an ancestor who is
joined forever to nature. His children honor and preserve his mem-
ory in solemn ancestor rites. At the family shrine containing the
ancestral tablets, the head of each family respectfully reports to his
ancestors all important family events and seeks their advice

Buddhism. Confucianism goes hand in hand in many Vietnamese
homes with Buddhism, religion first taught in India some 26 cen-
turies ago by Prince Gautama, also known as the ()autumn Buddha.
Buddhism was introducedinto Vietnam about the 2nd century B.C.
by Chinese and Hindu Monks. In Buddhism the individual finds a
larger meaning to life by establishing identity with eternity past,
present, future --through cycles of reincarnation. In the hope of
eventual nirvana, that is, oneness with the universe, he finds con-
solation in times of bereavement and special joy in times of wed-
dings and births.

The Greater Vehicle (Mahayana) form has more followers than
the Leaser Vnhiclo (Thorovada) in Vietnam, as also in China,.
Korea, and japan. This branch regards the Gautama Buddha as
only one of many Buddhas (Enlightened Ones) who are manifesta-
tions of the fundamental divine power of the universe They believe
that, theoretically. any person may become Buddha, though those
who attain Buddhahood are rare. Saints who earnestly strive for
such- perfection.are known as bOdhisa eves. Both Buddhas and
bodhisattvas are recognized and venerated in Mahayana temples.

Lesser Vehicle believers follow the teachings of; Gautama and re-,
card him as the only Buddha. In the southern.delta provincns of
Vietnam. particularly in Vinh Binh, Ba Xuyen, and An ()Lang where
there are large groups of ethnic Cambodians, yoi will often see the
saf(ron-rohed monks of thr Lesser Vehicle. This branch is also (mind
in Ceylon, Burma, Thailand, Cambodia, and LAos in other words,
in those countries then had dominant Indian rather than a domi-
nsat Chinese historical influence.

Pagodas, originally established s Buddhist monasteries and mon-
astic study centers now often serve also as social welfare innitu-
ticms, and may include sichools, orphanages. medical dispensaries,
public libraries, and youth clubs

Although the number of devout. practicing Buddhists in South
Vietnam issielatively small, Oil- Vent majority of the people have
some sense of identification with Buddhism In recent years. lead
trig Buddhist wnests (bonus) have become increasingly active in
political affairs and influential in the rile and fall of South Vietna
mese governments

Christianity. Christianity reached Vietnam in the 16th and 17th
centuries, mainly through the efforts of Roman Catholic Spanish
and Portuguese missionaries. As a result of persistent missionary
effortsfrequently in the fact of persecution by\emperors who feared
Western political and econbmic controlapproximately 10 percent
of the population of the Republic of Vietnam are Catholics. This is
the highest proportion of Catholics in any Asian 'country except
the Philippines

American Protestant missions have been in Vietnam since World
War I. At first their activities were mainly limited to the mountain
tribes of the high plateaus. Willi the gradual rise of American assist-
ance Protestant ),CC and influence, there has been an increase in Prottant ae ilia
in the lowlands. Baptist, Mennonite, Christian and Mission Al-
liance, and Seventh Day Adventist missions now exist in several
cities, and some Vietnamese Protestant students are being sent to":
the United States for advanced help in theological' taining.
New Religions. In addition to the religions and philosophies hr might
to Vietnam from other countries, new ones were developed there.
Chief among these were Oft Cao Dai and the kiwi Hao.

Cao Dai is a blend of the three great oriental philosophies Con-
fucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism set in an organizational struc-
ture based on that of the Roman Ciitholic Church The head of the
church, the "Superior," fills a position similar to that of the Pope.

At one time Cno Dm claimed following of 3 million. Now the
religion is less widely practiced, but you may still see Cao Dai
temples throughout Vietnam. The cathedral near the city of Tay
Ninh, about 55 miles northwest of Saigon, is the largest and best
known. Built between 1933 and 1941, it is located not far from the
revered Nui Ba Den, Mountain of the Black Virgin. The mountain
IS holy place of the Buddhist faith, one to which pilgrimages have
long been made.

Hoe Hao is an offshoot of Buddhism that came into being in An
Cuing province in southwest Vietnam in 1919. Its founder was
young man named liuynh Phu So, and he gave the new religion the
name of his village of birth. He became fisous as teacher and
niritele healer, preaching that temples, rituals, and priests were not
necessary to the worship of God. This greatly appealed to this pour
people and peasants. Sine 20 years after its founding, Hon Hao
had a million and n half or more followers, though Viet Minh Com-
munists murdered the founder in 1947 and no leader of comparable
stature appeared to take his place

Education and Culfuro
,4Regardless of the changes the Vietnamese have passed through

from the rule of their own emperors to ride hy French governors to
ilie present republican government one factor that has rehnamed
'instant is their inherent reverence for learning.

Under the Confucian social system, the scholar stood at the head
of the occupational hierarchy. The scholar received the highest
economic, social, and political rew;ircis The nation was governed
slt II levels of administcation hy officials who were chosen on the
basis of education alone The aristocracy of learning was the only
aristocracy of any continuing importance in old Vietnam Educ
tion, especially in Chinese philosophy and history, was not only
prised for its own sake but was the main road to wealth, power, and
social standing.

With the coming of the French, the formal educational system
changed ronoldershly Beginning in the 19th century, the French
encouraged the Vietnamese to write their own language in the
Latin alphabet



Public Schools. The present school system retains subitantially
the form of the French school system. In addition, the Governittent
is attempting to raise the literacy rate -among older people through
evening classes.

Primary schools have 5-year curriculum and the first three
grades are compulsory for all children.

Secondary schools Wave two divisionswith 4-year course in the
first;and a 3"lyear course in the second. The 4-year courso is divided
into classkal and modern sections. In addition to basic subjects,
those choosing the classical course take Vielnarese literature and
Chinese characters, while pupils in the-modern section take history,
French, and English.

The 3 -ye,r course continues the general pattern of the first, but
gives students the option of cOntinuinivilleir language studies or of
substituting programs of natural science or of mathematics and
philosophy.

The goal of secondary education is to pass the stiff baccalaureate
examinations required for admission to the 5-year university pro-
gram or to the advanced technical schools.

Private Schools, UniVorsifies. In additibn to public schools at the
primary and secondary levels, there are both religious-and secular
private schools. These schools follow the public-school curriculum
anddre regulated and subsidized by the Department of Education.

In addition, there are number or normal schools which train
schoolteachers, an industrial technical school, other specialized gov-
ernmental technical schools, and a school of applied arts, where the
traditional fine arts of Vietnain'ere taught. These include gold-
smithing, lacquer work, cabinetwoilt, and pottery making.

The National University of Vie m in Saigon is the moat impor
tent institution of higher education. here also are universities at
Dalat and Hue, and several technics' schools of university rank,
including the National Institute of ministration in Saigon.

Higher education in foreign countries is greatly sought after by
advanced students. The Vietnamese Government grants passports
for study abroad to students wanting to study courses not offered
in Vietnam, and at least 1,000 to 1,500 Vietnamese students will
be abroad in any year.

Youth MOvomonts such as Buy Scouts, sports clubs, and sectarian
organizations of the Christian and Buddhist youth have had a strong
revival. A Cabinet -level agency tinder the Governinent is responst
hie for encouraging and supporting youth activities

Since 1963 high 'school and university students have become in
creasingly interested and active in political and social Matter', Their
community services have included ma slue participation in relief
operations after the dinastfous floods of l''904 an well as many smaller

assistance projects. Efforts are now underway to get Vietnamese
youth even more involved in the vital tank of preserving national
independence.

A Rich Culture

The admiration and honor accorded scholars by the Vietnamese
extends to wasters, especially poets, and the literature of the nation

is rich and sensitive.

The painting, sculpture, and other arts of Vietnam are vigorous
and imaginative, with lively motifs of dragons, tigers, elephants,
unicorns, and horses. The fabled phoenix and other birds, the tor-
toise, bamboo, and exotic flowers also figure in the designs. Artists
create most intricate designs, though the tools and materials they
use are often very simple.

Thp country is known for Its woodcarving, mother-ofpearl inlay,
lacquer and metal work. You can see the artistry of skilled metal-
timiths in the beautiful bronze decorations in pagodas, temples, pal-
aces, and public buildings, and in statues, perfume and incense burn-
ers, candlesticks' and set on. Tin, pewter, and copper are also used
to create art objects of lOng.enduring beauty and usefulness.

Embroidery and mat, weaving are crafts wideiy practiced. A
grateful people even created a temple at Hai Thien in honor of
Pham Don Le, the Mandiirin who established mat wenving in Viet
nam. Traditional tout decnrations,mclude the syinliol fur longevity,

and often the design includes bats or butterflies in the corners of
the rug to signify happiness.

Theater and Music,
Should you get a chance to go to the theater you may enjoy the

cal /uonj, or moderd form, more than the hot boi. or classical
style. The Classical theater uses &ilorful costuming rt; scenery,
anti the plays are very tragic and drainatic: The modern theater,
which came inth being around 1920 cuts to minimum acenlrY,
costumes.-andtarge effects, and the stories are less heroic and more

realistic.

The music of Vietnam will be most strange to your ears until you
get used to it. A scale of five notes 14 two semi-notes Is used and
the classical instruments are various ringed instruments, drums,
and gongs. In the classical theater the acting is stressed with laments
from the,sfrings and vigorous 'noise frbm drums and gongs.

I
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Summary of Some Cultural Differences

"b.

P .7

Ity

1. Standing in line - In Vietnam standing in line is not a common
practice. Instead, peoplemove in front of others who are
waiting:in line.

2. Litter The concept of littering and concern for the environ-
ment is generally not regarded as important.

3. Stores Vietnamese are sedto bartering for goods; stores
with fixed prices are unusual.

4; Crossing Streets - Jaywalking is common and general pedestrian
safety habits a -re poor. Vietnamese students should be quickly
acquainted with U. S. street crossing rules for their own safety.

5. Touching_ It is considered vulgar for menu bold hands with,
women in`publit. However, it is not unusual to see men holding
hands with men, and boys holding hands with boys.

6. Time It is not uncommon or impolite for Vietnamese to be
early, late or not show up at all for an appointment.

7. Eating - It is not impolite to:

1. Slurp soup
2. Pick up a bowl and eat
3. Reach across the table
4. Eat with the hands
5. Talk to people in a restaurant who are several

tables away ,

8. Eye Contact - Vietnamese consider it impolite to'loOk or stare
into &superior's eye while speaking.

9. When "Yeah" is riot "Yes" - Often times Vietnamese will,say "ya"
or "yeah'' while someone is speaking directly to them. "Ya" is

uged as we would uye "un-huh," a meaningless device to punctuate
the silence. It should not be regarded as a 'sign of comprehension
or be mistaken for "yes."

1,

Note: These nine items are not meant to be regarded as complete or
definitive, hawever, it is hoped that they wall help minimize some
of the confusion resulting from racial and cultural differences.
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VIETNAMESE LANGUAGE GUIDE
Some 27,000,000 people speak Vietnamese as their first

language. The great majority of them live in Viet-Nam.
Others are in Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, France, and
New/Caledonia.

Vietnamese was first written in Chinese characters,
then in the late thirteenth century, in a modified form
called chti nom. In the early 1600's, Portuguese and
Italian Jesuit missionaries devised Al systeni of writing
Vietnamese with the Latin alphabet. Chinese characters
and dui nom continued in use through the early part of
this century but were officially replaced in 1920 by Latin
Script. This is called (laic ngi and consists of 12 vowel,

o and 27 consonant forms.
The simple vowels are: a, e, i, o, u, and y. Modifications

of these vowels add six more to the alptutbet. The modifi-
cations are indicated by diacritical marks, like this: a, fi,
A, 8, d. These diacritical marks are part of the letter
and have nothing to do with wprd accent or tone quality.

The vowels are pronounced:
a"ah" (long) as in pod
E"ah" (short) as in pot
/1"uh" as in but
e"aa" as in pat
8"eh" as in pet
i/y"ee" as in Pete
o7"aw" as in law
8"owe" as in low
d"uh" as in bud
u"oo" as in coo

"u" as in "ugh"
Of the consonants, only the "d" has two forms. "D"

with a line or bar drawn through it (f) or d) is pronounced
like the English "d." The one without a line or bar is
pronounced like our "z" in the orth, and like a "y" in
central and southern Viet-Nam. The president's name,
properly written, has both "d's" Ng8 dinh Diem. The
first is pronounced like our "d"; he second like a "z" or
a "y" depending op which part of the country the
speaker comes from.

Speaking Vietnamese
There is considerable difference between the way

Vietnamese is spoken in various parts of the country. If
you learn the southern accent, you may be able to under-
stand people from the north but not necessarily those

t.
from central Viet-Nam. Vietnamese in the central provin-
ces of Thanh Hoa and Nghe Ap have kri accent that even
their fellow countrymen from other districts find difficult

4, to understand. Hue, too; has its own geographically
limited but highly specialized accent.

The sounds of many Vietnamese letters and letter
combinations are familiar to English speaking people but
a few others are quite difficult to learn, especially the
initial "ng" and the vowel "u." To learn to make the
"ng" sound, repeat our word "sing" several times,
gradually dropping first the "s" and then the "si." To
learn to pronounce the Vietnamese "u," say. "you" and
then broaden the lips as though about to smile, but
without moving the position of the tongue.

An advantage of Vietnamese is that once you have
learned the sound indicated by a given combination of
letters, you know it wherever it appears.

Words beginning with "t" and "th" are pronounced
alike except that there is an aspirated (or h) sound after
the "t" in the "th." The same is true of words spelled
with an initial "c" or "k" as compared with-the aspirated
understand how greatly it changes the meaning of a
word. Tam means three: them, greedy. cam is orange:

14

kham, to suffer.
An "s" and "x" are both pronounced like the "a" in

;'soap" in northern dialect. But with a southern accent
the, "s" becomes "sh" as in "shot."

"Nh" is pronounced like the "ny" in "banyan."

Tones Change Meaning

Vietnamese is a monosyllabic language. Each syllable
expresses a distinct idea and therefore is a word in itself,
Often two or more syllables are joined to form new words,
as in place names like Sai-gon and Ha-noi.

Vietnamese is- also tonal. In other words, the tone or
level of your voice changes the meaning of a word. The
word ma,' for instance, has many different meanings
depending on how you say it, and symbols .are used to
show the differences.

Word
ma
me
ma
MU

ma
ma

Symbol Tone
none level or middle

high
low
wuving or rising
interrupted
heavy

Meaning
ghost; to rub
mother; cheek
but; that; which
clever; tomb
house; appearance
rice seedling

The northern dialect has these six ,tones. The southern
combines the waving end interrupted tones by pro-
nouncing them in the same way and thus has only five
tones. With one exception, tone symbols are placed above
the principal vowel of the syllable. The heavy symbol (.1
is placed under the principal. vowel.



Here's how to use. the different tones when talking:
Level tone is a monotbn'e in the middle of the normal

speaking range.
The high or high-rising tone starts above level tone

and rises sharply.
The low-falling tone starts off in fairly low voice and

falls rather slowly to the bottom of the normal range.
The waving or mid-rising tone starts at about level

tone, dips very slightly, and then rises slowly.
The interrupted, or high-broken tune starts a bit above

normal ranges dips a little and then rises abruptly. During
the rise the throat is constricted to cause alight, brief
interruption of sound.

The heavy or low-dipped tone starts below the middle
of the normal speaking range and very abruptly falls.
At this point an additional sound is produced by forcing
air through the almost closed vocal cords.

Learn by Listening
You can't learn a foreign language, espeCially a tonal

one like Vietnamese, frofr books alone., You learn it by
listening to the way people around you talk and by
speaking it yourself. Get a Vietnamese friend or someone
else who knows the language well to give you lesson's.
Getting a good working command of Vietnamese is not
easy, but- the effort will reward you with a sense of
accomplishment and anew feeling of confidence. Too,
your ability to speak their language will win thesrespect
of the Vietnamese people with whom you are associated.

USEFUL PHRASES

The "you" varies in Vietnamese depending on
the speaker and the person spoken to. The form used
throug out this language guide is ong, but it means
"you" lye when addressing a man. Depending on the
person you are addressing, you should replace ong with
one of the following forms:

married woman bit
unmarried girl c8
child (either boy'or girl);

girl friend: wife em
close male friend:

male servant anh
female servant chi

Greetings and Courtesy Phrases
Hello; Goodbye;
Good morning:
Good afternoon;
Goodnight. Chao Ong.
How are you? Ong munh gioi ch4?
I'm fine. Toi manh nun; thil;?ng.
I'm glad to meet you. Tai Win henh thiele Op Ong.
Please come in and sit

down. Moi Ong vim ngni chuff.
Thank you. Cum On Ong.
Don't mention it;
It's nothing at all. ,KhOng co gr.
Please speak a IittLcr more

Xin Ilii fing, toi khOng hiL.
Please any it again. Xin Ong pin

Do you speak English?

No I don't.
Can you understand me?
Yes, I can.

Ong not Ong Anh ittqc
kh6ng?
Tpi not kh6ng
Ohl( idu toi dddc kh6ng?
Hiau dddc.

Questions and Answers
Most of the following phrases represent highly

idiomatic southern Vietnamese. You can compile your
own list of nouns by asking the first question and getting
the names of things you will most often need to know.
What is this? Oil nay lit cid gi?
It's a mango. Cal nay Ca til' vial.
Which one? Crii nao?
Either one. Cai nao cling dddc.
Who's there? Ai ZIO?

It's me. T8i Tray.

It's only me. Chi cu milt minh t,8i.
What does it mean? Ngliia la el?

Kh8ng co nghia gl het.
Ong iiy la ngddi thtl nao?
Ong Ay la ngai tot.

It, has no meaning at all.
What kind of person is he?
He's a goad man.
How do you work it?
Mow do you do it?
Any way.
This way.
What else? ,

All finished; nothing else.
Who else?
You too.
What for?
Isn't that so?
That's right.
So I've heard.
Maybe.
I think so.

guess so.
What's the matter?
Nothing at all.
I changed my mind.
I want to ask you n favor.
Dinner's reri'dy.
You called the wrong

number.
What's now'?
Nothing's new?
Who told you?
You yourself did.

r-

Lam th6 nao?
The nao cung nage.
The nay.
Crin gi rla?
1114.

Con al mire?
Cling co orig.nuci.
-De Inrn gi?
CO phai khOng Ong?

co nghe nui nhu vny.
Co* le.

Toi nghi
Toi tan nhu flit'.
Chuyibn gi viiy?
K hilng co chuyim gi hitt.

(1,i rl off y

rnnim (rig.
(.um (inn

Ong gbi dim 40.

gi Ir, hbeing?
K hong co gi le.
Ai Ong?

Chinh Ong nOi.
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Missollansous Phrase,

4

Where are you going? Ong di'dAu?
Let's go. -Di thi I'm going to the movies. fi8i di coi hat bOng.
Go Away! -Di di. I'm going home. T8iva nhlt.
Hurry.up! Mau len. Where have you been? Ong di dau ya?
I'm just looking. T8i xem chili. 'I'm on my way back from
That's fine; athe market. di:chd-va.
Tliat's enough; Where is it? dab?
I'll take it; Ups,tairs. thren Mu.
Agreed. -Dude Ai. Downstairs. dt?di nhL

II

Quantity and Degree
How much is it?
Not much.
Only five dong.

Five dong is too expensive.
I'll giYe you three dong

for it.
They sell all kinds of fruit

here.

I don't like eat fruit
at all.

Time

What time is it?
el

Its font o'clock.
When did that happen?
Half a month ago.
August of last year.
When are you going?
In a while.
In a Short while.
Soon.
Right now.
Which time?
Last time.
The first time.
Next time.
Da you go there often?
From time to time.
Every afternoon.
Whenever 1 can.
How lonk ago?
A long time ago.
A while ago.
Too long'a time.
The other day.

Location

Where do you live?
I live in Da Nang.
Where did you just come

from?
I came from Saigon.
Where do you come from?
I come from America.

Brio nhieu tien?
Kh`Ong bao nhieu.
Nlimldni thei.
Nam ddng mat IAm 8ng a.

'T8i tra ba th8i.

3 A0 day co ban du thu5 trei ay.
'fed dAu c6 thich in treii

cAy

May gio r &i Ong?
Ban giV rdi.
Viec ay xay ra hdi ono?
Cnch day min thong.
Trong thnng tarn ngm
Chiing nao Ong di?
Mot lnu nat.
Kh8ng bao law nua.
It ngay ntla.
Bey gi;::
1.1in rsco?

Lan clit.
LAn dau den.
Lan
Ong di din d6 thing khong?
Thinh thlming th8i.
Mei btioi chieu.
Lnc nit() cu dip.

bao,lau rdi?
-Da Mu rdi.
Hdi nay.
Lau qua.
Hem no.

onci? &au?
T8i dffa Ngng.

Ong o dau ti?
T8i o Saigon ra.
Ong fa ngai dam?
T8i la ngtic?i

1(3

Inside the house.
Outside.
Over this way.
Over that way.
Way over there.

Military

general
lieutenant general
brigadier general or

major general
colonel

'lieutenant colonel
major
captain
ist lieutenant
2nd lieutenant
soldier
sailor
airman

Days of the Week
Monday
Tuesday__
Wednesdaf
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
today
tomorrow
yesterday

Numbers
1

2

3

4

6

6

7

8

9

10

}20

100

dtrong

d diing nay.
8 ?ling dci:
8 ding kia

dal twang,
trung tuong

thidu ttiOng
dal to
trung
thieu ti;
dal uy

, .
trung uy
thiau uy
nguoi linh
thi`iy thu
linh kh8ng quAn

Tht? hai
Thu; ba
nut td
Thu) niim
Thu situ
Thu bly
Chu nhat
ham nay
ngay mai
hOm gun

met
hai
ba
bdn
ngm
snu
bay
tnm
chin
mddi
hai md4i
hai nf4i lam
met tram
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STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND

RIC SORIA
PHILIPPINES
GRADE 9

I KNOW I AWA STRANGER IN THIS FAR AWAY LAND.
I CAME FROM ASIA. I CAME FROM THE PHILIPPINES.

WHEN I FIRST CAME HERE, I DID NOT KNOW HOW TO
SPEAK ENGLISH. I HAD NO FRIENDS. WHENEVER I
LOOKED AROUND THERE WERE MANY STRANGE THINGS AND
PEOPLE. EVERYTIME f WENT OUT, I FELT COLD. I

FELT THAT I DID NOT WANt-TO GO OUT ANYMORE.
FELT LIKE I. WANTED,TO GO BACK TO THE PHILIPPINES.
BECAUSE THE CLIMATE IS WARMER.

WHEN I FIRST WENT TO'SCHOOL, I WAS SCARED. I

FELT LIKE I WAS THE ONLY ONE WHO DID NOT KNOW
HOW TO SPEAK ENGLISH. I FELT LIKE I WANTED TO GO
BACK TO THE PHILIPPINES, BECAUSE I HAVE MANY
FRIENDS THERE. HOWEVER, AFTER SEVERAL DAYS I
MET 'SOME FILIPINOS OOZE AFTER THE OTHER UNTIL I

MET THEM ALL. I MET SOME OF THE TEACHERS AND I
BEGAN TO STUDY AT EASE. I HAVE LEARNT HOW TO
SPEAK ENGLISH IN THIS FAR AWAY LAND.

I LIKE MANY THINGS IN THE PHILIPPINES; AND I
DO NOT LIKE MANY THINGS HERE. I DO NOT LIKE THE
COLD WINTER HERE, NOR DO I LIKE THE HOT SUMMER
IN THE PHILIPPINES.

...I MET THE FIRST GIRL WHOMA LIKE AND WANTED
TO 'GO OUT WITH HEq, I LIKE HER BECAUSE SHE IS
PRETTY AND NICE. SHE IS DIFFERENT FROM OTHER
GIRLS. I MET HER IN THIS STRANGE FAR AWAY LAND
LAST DECEMBER.

I DIDN'T SEE HER FOR A FEW MONTHS. SUDDENLY .

SHE CAME BACK AND TOLD ME THAT SHE HAD TRANSFERED
TO ANTOHER SCHOOL. FROM THAT TIME ON I, NEVER '

SAW HER AGAIN AND I LEARNED TUFORGET HER.

Mercer Trilingual Magazine '75
Seattle Public Schools



MY FUTURE LIFE
404

JOANNE CHAN, HONG KONG
GRADE 8

BEFORE I NEVER THOUGHT ABOUT.MY FUTURE BECAUSE IT WAS HARD
FOR ME TQ IMAGINE WHAT I WOULD LIKE TO BE IN THE FUTURE. I WON'T

LIFE TO BE A LAWYER, A DOCTOR, OR A NURSE IT TAKES TOO LONG TO GET

THE DEGREE.

NOW I STILL HAVE FOUR YEARS TO GET THROUGH MY HIGH SCHOOLS AFTER

THIS I WILL GO TO COLLEGE AND STUDY FOR THREE OR FOUR MORE YEARS.

THEN, I'LL BE EIGHT YEARS OLDER THAN,I AM NOW. I HAD BETTER GET

MARRIED AS SOON AS i GET OUT FROM COLLEGE. DURING THAT TIME, I WOULD

LIKE TO BE EITHER A CLERK OR A SECRETARY WHO WORKS IN THE BANK OR

POST OFFICE. OF COURSE I WILL BE HOUSEWIFE WITH CHILDREN OF MY OWN,
BUT THEY MUST LEARN HOW TO EAT CANNED FOOD EVERYDAY AND STILL LIKE

THEM.

MY .HUSBAND WILL BE THE ONE WHO DOES THE MOST WORK IN THE FAMILY.
HE'LL BRING THE CHILDREN TO SCHOOL AND PICK THEM UP AFTER SCHOOL EVERY

DAY. IN THE EVENING, HE SHOULD HELP ME COOK DINNER, BUT I WILL OPEN

THE CANNED FOODS. AFTER DINNER, HE SHOULD WASH DISHES WHILE I PLAY

WITH THE CHILDREN. HE'LL GO SHOPPING WITH ME BY BICYCLE AT LEAST

TWICE A WEEK. WE WOULD LIKE TO BUY A HOUSE WITH EVERYTHING IN IT.
THERE WILL BE A SWIMMING POOL IN THEFNNT YARD, A FOOTBALL FIELD IN

THE BACK YARD. INSIDE THE BASEMENT, IT WILL HAVE A LARGE PLAYGROUND.
FOR PLAYING SOCCER, BASKETBALL, VOLLEYBALL,- -AND TENNIS. I WILL PLANT

SOME COTTON IN THE KITCHEN AND GROW A COCONUT TREE IN MY BEDROOM. THAT

WILL BE A WONDERFULY VRY, I THINK. A LIBRARY WILL BE INSIDE THE

BATHROOM. IF NECESSARY, A CIRCUS SHOULD BE IN OUR LIVING ROOM. -I WILL

SPEND ALL TIME ON MY FAMILY IF THIS WISH WILL COME TRUE.

I BELIEVE IT HAS JUST 0.1% CHANCE TO MAKE MY FUTURE COME TRUE.

HOW BEAUTIFUL:

Mercer Trilingual Magazine '75
Seattle Public Schools



MY FAMILY
OI LAN LUIS, HONG KONG
GRADE 8

TO BE RICH OR TO. BE POOR SEEMS TO BE A HARD CHOICE. MOST PEOPLE
WOULD PREFER RUH. ALTHOUGH THERE ARE A LOT OF HARDSHIP BEING LIVING
IN A POOR FAMILY, BUT IT CONTAINS A LOT OF THINGS RICH PEOPLE CANNOT
BUY LOVE AND'HAPPINESS. I HAVE EXPERIENCED ALL ABOUT THESE °HARDSHIPS
OF POOR PEOPLE, I WAS RAISED IN A POOR FAMILY.

WHEN I WAS SIX YEARS OLD, MY FATHER HAS MOVED TO VANCOUVER, CANADA.
IT DOESN'T MEAN THAT WE WERE doING TO BE.RICH JUST BECAUSE HE WNE TO
VANCOUVER. HF COULD NOT REMIT MONEY TO ANOTHER COUNTRY.

SO, MY,TWO OLDER BROTHERS HAD TO STOP SCHOOLING AT FIFTH GRADE AND
STARTED TO SUPPQRFOUR FAMILY. MY SISTER, MY YOUNGER BROTHER, AND I
WOULD CONTINUE TO STUDY. BUT IT SEEMS LIKE MONEY 'ALWAYS PLAY GAMES WITH
US, POOR PEOPLF0 FOR EXAMPLE, WHEN I WAS ELEVEN, I DISCOVERED I HAD
TUBERCULOISIS, MY MOTHER TOOK ME TO SEE THE DOCTOR, HE TOLD US THAT I
WAS LUCKY THAT ' THE 'DISEASE NOW INSTEAD OF TWO YEARS AGO BECAUSE THE
DISEASE WAS INOriQE AT THAT TIME. I WAS NOT EXACTLY THRILLED, BECAUSE
EVEN THOUGH IT AS'CURABLE, IT WOULD COST AT LEAST A FEW THOUSAND. DOLLARS.
HOW ARE WE GOING TO GET A FEW THOUSAND DOLLARS? BUT MY MOTHER LOVES ME
VERY MUCH, SH ,WORKED VERY HARD TO EARN MONEY TO CURE ME. LATER, I WAS
BETTER BUT I 1ILL HAD TO GO TO THE DOCTOR EVERY DAY TO GET SHOTS. MAY,
BE THAT IS AA NOT AFRAID OF GETTING SHOTS NOW.

MY MOT EkWORKED VERY HARD FOR THE MONEY SHE EARNED, AND ON PAY
DA, WE CO ALL FEEL THE VALUE OF THE MONEY SHE EARNED: PAY DAY IS
A HAPPY DA rbR POOR PEOPLE ICAUSE MONEY IS WHAT THEY REALLY NEED.

THANK GOD, MY DISEASE WAS CURED, MY FATHER COULD SEND US MONEY AFTER
I WAS' CURED. MY MOTHER ALSO FOUND A VERY GOOD JOB. SHE BOUGHT US A
TELEVISI9OSET AND MY AUNT GAVE US A REGRIGERATOR. HOW WONDERFUL IT WAS,
WE DON'Til'4.VE TO GO TO FRIENDS TO WATCH TELEVISION. EVERY SUNDAY, MOTHER
TAKES USlyT TO HAVE THE CHINESE PASTRIES. BEFORE, WE CANNOT AFFORD TO
GO OUT TO EAT EVEN THOUGH IT IS NOT EXPENSIVE.

WEALL LOVE EACH OTHER DEARLY IN THE FAMILY EVEN THOUGH WE NEVER
SAY IT QUT LOUD. EVERY NIGHT WE EAT DINNER TOGETHER, WATCH TELEVISION
TOGETHE ALL THIS GIVE US INDESCRIBEABLE'jOY.

O

MY FATHER LIVED IN VANCOUVER FOR 5 YEARS AND HE MOVED TO SEATTLE.
TWO YEARS AGO, WE ALL CAME HERE SINCE MY FATHER HAD ENOUGH MONEY TO SUPPORT
US. SEATTLE IS A NEW PLACE TO ME, AND I CAN FEEL THE COLDNESS AROUND.
PEOPLE:ARE NOT WILLING TO HELP EACH OTHER. YOU MAY SAY I AM BEING CRITICAL,
BUT I OON'T UNDERSTAND WHY CAN'T RICH PEOPLE DONATE MONEY TO POOR PEOPLE.
EVERYBODY SHOULD HAVE LOVE INSIDE THEIR HEART. BUT 1$ HAS PROVED TO ME
THATQNLY POOR PEOPLE CAN LOVE.

Mercer ,Trilingual Magazine '75
. Seattle Public Schools
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THE WORLD I CREATE
SALLY TAM, HONG KONG
GRADE-9

AMBITION, HATRED, AND SELFISHNESSARE OFTEN THE CAUSES OF WAR IN THE
WORLD TODAY. ALMOST EVERYWHERE YOU G01,YOU CAN WITNESS BIG MARS OR SMALL
WARS AMONG GROUPS AND COMMUNITIES. IF I HAVE THE POWER TO CHANGE THE
WORLD, I WOULD CHANGE IT INTO PARADISE.

"PEACE ON EARTH" IS WHAT I WILL COMMAND. THERE IS GOING JO BE NO
MORE WARS. MAN WOULD NOT HATE EACH OTHER.- THEY WOULD VALUE ONE ANOTHER'S
OPINION, UNDERSTAND OTHER'S FEELINGS AND RESPECT INDIVIDUAL PERSONALITY.

AS TAUGHT IN THE ISLAM RELIGION, ONE MUST HELP THE NEEDY, I WOULD
MAKE THE WORLD SHARE IT'S HAPPINESS AND SORROW. EVERYBODY IS EQUAL.
EVERYBODY WOULD HAVE THE SAME AMOUNT OF WEALTH AND LUXURY.

THERE SHOULD BE NO KILLING, ROBBERY AND OTHER CRIMES. NO CRIMES WOULD
BE COMMITTED IN THIS PARADISE, IF EVERYBODY IS SATISFIED WITH WHAT THEY
HAVE. AND MUTUAL RESPECT WILL BE TREASURED IN FRIENDSHIP. THE WORD
"HATRED" WILL NATURALLY BE FORGOTTEN IN THE PEOPLE'S DAILY VOCABULARY.

YET,WHEN WILL THE WORLD OF PARADISE BECOME TRUE:

Mercer Trilingual Magazine '75
Seattle Public Schools
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SUGGESTIONS FOR INTERACTING WITH
NON- ENGLISH DOMINANT STUDENTS
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BILINGUAL EDUCATION INFORMATION

THEORY

I

The theory upon which bilingual bicultural education is based is very

simple. It holds that the best medium of instruction is the language

the child brings from home with him. He cannot be expected to compre-

hend basic concepts being taught if he does not understand the language.

The primary means of instruction, is, therefore, the home language until-

the child's command of English is sufficient for conceptual growth.

Furthermore, a child's self-image and sense of personal worth can be

greatly enhanced by systematic reinforcement of his cultural heritage.

This,will usualay be reflected in school achievement and is a-desirable

Component of any good program. This is the bicultural part of the process.

Another cornerstone of bilingual theory which we have tried to emphasize

here in Washington, is that bilingual biCultural education is for eve -

body- =not just for nonspeakers of English. All students -- indeed all of

us--need to understand and respect the cultures and languages of others--
espehally those languages and cultures that are commonly found in our own

country or region.

The pedagogical soundness of a bilingual approach in educating the child

who is not a speaker of the national language is based on a growing body

of research evidence, although up to now research has been somewhat slow

in this area. Fairly conclusive studies have been done in Canada, in

Mexico, in Florida, in Texas and in California. The greatest benefits

seem to be in the improvemen15 of the image that children' have of themselves,

resulting from the -reinforcement of their cultural identity.

DEFINITIONS

It may be'helpful to define a few of the terms commonly being used in

relation to bilingual bicultural education:

Bilingualism

Knowledge and use of two languages. Can be classified according to skill

along an infinite scale. The whole concept of how bilingual a person is

becomes, very relative, thus contributing to the problem of designing pro-

grams.

Bilingual Education.

I
estruction in two languages, or the use of two languages ae mediums of

struction for any part of the school curriculum. The broad'use of the

rm generally includes study of the history and culture associated with a

student's mother tongue--if other than English. (Bicultural)

2 4



Variousronfigurationa are possiblvond the ideal sequence would prohnhly
start with, the child's hume language, ndd English in Increasing amounts,
until the child can handle the regular curriculum, but continue the lan-
guage and culture of the home clear through high school. This is referred'
to as Language Maintenance and is preferred by most ethnic minority groups
because it helps to preserve their cultural heritage, and supports mastery
of both languages.

Another common configuration is the Transitional which utilizes the home
language only/ long enough to get the child into tile-use of English, then
drops the home language completely. This arrangement is not considered
"bilingual':but is frequently designated as.such.

ESL - or English as a second language

Identifies the approach or method which is used to present English if it
is a second language rather than the mother tongue. The approach is similar
to that which is used in presenting any11oreign language. ESL is an import.-
tant component of most bilingual progrc , but cannot he designated as such
(bilingual) unless the home language i utilized as a medium of instruction.
In other words, merely offering classes in English to nonspeakers is not by
itself a bilingual program. In an ESL approbch the sequence of activities
is very important; i.e., hearing before speaking, speaking before readingand writing. Also, the sound systems of both ianguagga mustbe analyzed
in terms of interference, and drills, designed and presented with this inmind. But, ESL is essentially a technique and is not of itself a bilingual
program, although it is frequently referred to as such, and in some cases
it may be the best solutioh to a specific bilingual problem.

THE LEGAL SITUATION

The, most significant court decision regarding bilingual education is that
of Lau v. Nichols, decided by the United States Supreme Court on January 24,
1974. (Docket No. 72-6520). This case involved a large number (1700) of non-
English speaking Chinese students in the San Francisco public schools. Both
the United States District Court and the United States Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit had held that the school district was not required to give
these students special "compensatory bilingual education." However, the
United States Supreme Court reversed the lower courts and held that some
action to compensate for the students' language problem must be made.

The court held that failure to'provide special compensatory education to
the petitioners in this case violated the district's agreement with HEW
based on the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibiting discrimination in "any
.program or activity receiving federal financial. assistance." The Department
of HEW is authorized under this Act to issue rules, regulations and orders
to ensure that recipients of federal aid-under its jurisdiction conduct any
federally financed projects consistently with this authorization.



Suggestions for All Grade Levels

-One should start with oral language training and vocabulary building.
For example:

"This is a book."
"This iR a pen."
etc.

Once the oral language base in established, then the student can
move into simple reading. One of the most common errors is to'
rush the non-,nglish dominant student into readingWithout estabrish-
ing.the orzelanguage foundation.

0 '

-One should provide exercises that require skills not related to , N

language. For example;.the use of puzzles, hands on learning
materials, field trips, apt, music and P. E. exercises.

Although learning'English is important,the child's whole day
should not be spent solely on building English skills.

-Although the person who is primarily responsible for the child's
education is the teacher, a buddy who is assigned to the child

t
will help provide essentlal survival information. Therefore,

buddies should be carefully screened beforehand. They should also
.understand their duties clearly before they accept the responsi-
bility of another student's welfare.

-One should be aware that the presence of a student from another
background is an opportunity for.others to learn about the positive
nature of differences, and the idea that differences are not
automatically deficits.

(2)



SUGGESTIONS FOR SECONDARY TEACHERS WITH ESL `STUDENTS

(Seattle Public Schools)

- Try not to be o i5111X QUS.v' Think of the situation as a valuable and unique
mutual learning ekpe 4nCs.

-Remember that these students alre know another language and culture.
Such kpowleage is an asset, not &disability.

-Studenta freim other cultures need time to take in what they see and hear.
Most will need from .six to twelve months for cultural adjustment and to
learn basic English.

-Performance objectives should not be the same as those for native speakers
of English.
Try to find a simply worded text on your subject. If Ott student must use
the regular text, give him short, concise assignments which meet his current
abilities in theEnglish language: Do not fear that you are "lowering your
standards;" you are, rather, meeting the student's needs.

Avoid unnecessary emphasis on things that really are ,non-essential at this
time for these students: memorizing long lists of dates, names, places; '

demanding perfection of dem6n spelling words; demandih-more than funda-
mental punctuation; making long assignments of math story problems; expect-
ing understandingand use of esotericterms in science and.health,.etc.

toV
Pinpoint the most important words and concepts for him to study.

- In class discussions provide him with opportunity to participate by as ing
him questions that require easy, short Answers. If he doesn',t respo
say the answer and have him repeat it after you.

-The Buddy'Hyst
Each week or every other week, assign a diff- erent English speaking student
to be a helper,,sister, brother, partner or buddy to'the new student. A buddy
can help by:

-conferring with the teacher about-the assignments for the
new 'student

-explaining the assignments to the student
-explaining instructions and procedures
helping the -student start a vocabulary list in subject area

-showing the student tibw to use the text: table of contents,
chapters, units,- index, glossary, boldface type etc.

-correcting spelling
. -showing prescribed methods for paper headings, date, name
-being available and willing to answer ahy questions
allowing him how to find information in the library or LRC
offering friendship and conversation during lunch if the new
student is alone.

"Th
. ,*

.-From time to time chat with the student informally. ,Begin by consistently,
greeting him each day to show your concerntfor him and :to get him in the
habit of using some English. He may not speak readily, but he wilt under-
stand if y9,1,1 use simple English sentences and questions.



-At times, when it is Convenient and appropriate, encourage him to teach the
class words in his language. Later, he might be willing to ahare customs
from his country, iteMs.ti photos, and an explanation of holiday celebrations,
kinds of foods, etc.

d

TESOL: Teachers of English tor Speakers of Other Languages'

1'5.4.1.1r;

2 "6
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'SUGGESTIONS TOE REGULAR CLASSROOM TEACHERS WITH ESL STUDENTS
(Seattle Public Schools)

-Try not to be overanxious. Think of the situation as a valuable and unique
mutual learning exparience.

-A non-native needs time to obserVe and take in whaOhe sees and he'ars. Most
students will need from six months to one year for cultural adjustment and
to learn basic English. Younger students usually make faster gai'n's than
oider.students.

-Arrange for short periods of individual instruction. Instruction may be d
by the teacher, other building personnel or a volunteer.

- Inform school staff of his presence so they will be sympathetic to possible
problems (secretaries, custodians, nurse, etc.)

1

-Assign a student to sit beside the new student. Each week a different assigned
"buddy" helps him to:

-get materials and show him around
-see him through lunch and recesses
-play language and other games with him

In secondary, the teacher in each class. assigns a buddy.

-Enlist the class to help. Each week the class may decide what to teach him.
Make 'a short list of categories to be worked on: classroom objects, animals,
colors and shapes, parts of the body, foods, telling time, etc.

- Enlist the class to bring or make pictures of categories or sets. Hang them
around the room and label them as the student is learning them.

- Have his buddy use commercial or student-made flash cards with him in practice
game sessions.

He must hear a lot and understand before he can speak or read. Have audio
equipment accessible. Let him listen to stories and other tapes often.

-Ask the student to help you in classrOom housekeeping - water plants, etc. -

so you have time to speak in an infbrmal, relaxed' way.

-Performance objectives should not be the same as those for native eakers.

-Try to give him assignments which ,meet his limited vocabulary. 14 possible
find a simply worded book on the subject. If he' uses regular te*inpoint
most important words and concepts. At least allow him more timeaor assign-
ments.

- In classroom situations provide him with opportunity to participate by asking
him easy-answer questions. If he doesn't respond, provide him with the short,
answer and have him repeat it after you.

- Encourage him to teach the class words in his language from time to time.
Later to share customs of his country.
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awaii meeting challenge

educating immigrants
HONOLULU (UPI)

Each year thousands of im-
migrants pour into Hawaii,
bringing their foreign lan-
guages, customs and bewil-
dered children.

Youngsters without any
voice in the decision to
move, are thrown into a
strange land with no friends
and a different elucational
system to face.

Entering school could be
a nightmare. But Hawaii,
aware of the problems con-
fronting the foreign-born
child, is making a special
effort to make school the
bridge from the old life to
the new.

Thomas Hale, state prb-
gram specialist for teaching
English to speakers of other
languages, was hired by the
Department of Education In
19118 when officials realized
immigration was soaring,

Hale, in seven years, has
developed new directions to
help the youngsters make
the transition. His method
focuses on die immgrant
student, but hrings in par-
ents, teachers and class-
mates to help make the ad-
justment a smooth one.

Hale's task is particularly
important since officials an-
ticipate about 6.000 new ar-
rivals in Hawaii each year
with 'about half of them of ,

school age.
Last year 50 per cent of

the students 'came from
Philippines,' 19 per cent
from Samoa, 15 per tent
from Korea, 5 per cent from
Taiwan. 4 per cent from Ja-
pan and 7 per cent from
various other countries.

Hale's system, which
could be useful in Other
state with increasing im-
migration. faces two prob.
itms and tackles them to-
gether.

"The student does not

speak English and has so- to interact with English- th-
cial problems adjusting to
his new classmates," Hale
said. "We can't deal with
these problems independ-
entiy. They must be dealt
with together.",

"The immigrant may be
rejected by other students
because he is different,"
Hale said. "If he feels re-
jected, that he isn't wanted,
then he'll have little motiva-
tion to learn English."

Hale has found that the
best way for an immigrant
student tb learn English is

speaking classmates. So he
conducts workshops with .
public-school teachers
throughout tbe state to help
them prepare their classes
for newcomers.

Arranging an English-
speaking buddy, avoiding
placing the student with
those who do speak his lan-
guage, distributing the im-

ants throughout the
school rather than all in the
same class, being overpro-
tective are all part of help-
ing the immigrant adjust.

Crl.e *rattle Mimes A 5
Thursday, March 6, 1975
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;'NON- ENGLISH - SPEAKING STUDENTS IN OUR SCHOOLS

July 1.975

hildren of limited English-speaking ability have been appearing in man3of our

clasarooms with some regularity in recent months, but the arrival of Vietnamese

refugee children will intensify an already difficult situation when school opens

next fall. The problem of how to help the child who speaks little or n$9English

-

becomes much more acute if the language spoken ia not one commonly found.in the
0

.

.
.

community, since this probably means that school as well as communityresouftes

will be at a minimum.

As of this writing, there is much uncertainty concerning the exact number of

Vietnamese children who might be in Washington classrooms come September, and

even more doubt about where they will be located. But, given the fact' that our

state has assumed a position of leadership in sponsoring and organizing the

placement of Vietnamese families, it is reasonable to suppose that we will have

to account for a goodly number and that they will be scattered among many of our

;"'..4.. k 4.
dr 0,1.w,

school districts. At the present moment some 1,000 Vietnamese are accounted for

;---1* in the state already, and this number is expected to increase sharply within the

f. f i
next few weeks--perhaps by as much as four or five times.

It is expected also, if present indications continue, that some sort of federal

help may be forthcoming, although nothing definite has happened yet. 'A bill is

being introduced in the Congress which would-empower states to reimburse school

districts at something close to the per pupil cost--of the local district or

state, whichever is greater--for eachyietnamese child registered in the distAct.

There has also been some discussion of an additional pr child amount to take

care of the high cost nature of such programs, but we repeat that nothing definite

has been decided yet in this.arena, and final decisions await Congressional

action.

3 ')



In any case, some ,preparations need to be made and what follows is an attempt to

offer a few emergency suggestions that might help to alleviate the situation--

whether the non-English-speaking student is Viatnamese'or of some other nationality.

The most pressing need of the immigrant child is to feel more at-ease and secure

in a totally strange and confusingrenvironment., The easiest way for this to
1111,

happen is to start immediately upon the job of learning English. The ideal

situation would be a trained bilingual teacher who speaks the child's language, and

who conducts the classes using techniques of teaching English as a Second Language

with appropriate materials. Such an ideal is highly unlikely so we will have to

look for substitute ways to do the job.

Whatever the local situation, special materials are necessary -ESL materials -or

materials designed for persons who do not already speak English. Regular

language arts materials should not be used, since they are not intended for non-

speakers of English. Most major publishers now produce ESL materials, and a few

of the more common series have been listed below: We are indebted to Betty

"Matluck of the Seattle School District TESOL office (that is Teachers of English

to Speakers of Other Languages) for the listings. Seattle has faced the multi-

language problem for many years and the TESOL office has been most gracious and

accommodating when asked for help.

In addition to having ESL materials.available, some time each day should be set

apart for concentrated instruction in English as a Second Language. A teacher

aide or a parent volunteer who speaks the child's language would be most

helpful, 4,the.teacher does not. If no parent, student aide, or other person

can be found 'Who speaks the child's language, it is still necessary for him her
----Ns

to learn English, and a special class should be arranged for this purpo

perhaps under the uidance of a sympathetic foreign language teacher who very



likely has experienced the trauma of culture shock. There is no rule about how

much time should be spent each day in'specialized instruction in English, since

this-will depend on student needs,and what kind of help is available within the

community or -school district. The chin should attend as many regular classes as

possible with his/her.age peers, especially those classes where lack of ability

in English will not present a serious problem.

Teachers in school districts where immigrant children are located can help them-

selves and their students by becoming informed on gasible iiieas of Conflict

between7the two cultures. Many community organizations already exist that can be

helpful in identifying such problems and suggesting solutions. Information on

the specific differences_ in the Vietnamese,culture, for example, that might.he

desirable for teachers to know, has been collected in an ine*pensive brochure

(about $1.50) by the Department of Health Education and Welfare in Washington,

D.C. Information on where and how to order this booklet will be available shortly

from Keith troabie, in the Superintendent of Public Instruction Office. (Olympia,

753 - 6710') Sympathy and understanding are ultimately the most impottant ingredients
.

- in any elationship with a non-Englidh -speaking student, and may be the best

weapon in a teacher's arsenal.

MATERIALS THAT CAN BE USE]) FOR BASIC INSTRUCTION IN ESL CLASSES

Elementary, (K-4)
\

Al OUND THE- WORLD SERIES

$ 2.70
-2.70

ENGLISH

02223-70
02420-70

Teacher's Guidebook, Level 1
Teacher's Guidebook, Level 2

02222-70 Pupil's Skill Book, Level 1 .96
02422-70 Pupil's Skill Book, Level 2 .96
02226-70 Practice Pad & Test Booklet, Level 1 .60
02225 -70 Display Cards 9.00
02224-70 Posters 11.25

34
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(Other levels are available - Display Cards and Posters serve
for all levels)

Scott, Foresman and Company
( available from: Northwest Textbook Depository)

P. 0. Box 3708
Portland, Oregon

CORE ENGLISH: ENGLISH FOR SPEArCERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES

24826-4 Core English One, Complete Kit
24827-2 Core English Two, Complete Kit
(other levels available)

Ginn and Company.
2550 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, CA 94304

(Book). Oral Lan ua Games

San Francisco Unifies School District
135 Van Ness
San Francisco, CA 9 1,O2

$99.96
93.24

3.00

Secondary, and Upper Elementary (5-12)

17857, English in Action 1.75

MODERN AMERICAN ENGLISH

17980 ook 1 1.75
11001 'Workbook 1 1.00
17981 Book 2 1.75
180021", Workbook 2

. 1.00
1789,40 Book 3 1.75
impl. Workbook 3 1.00
(other levels available)

, .

'Regents Publishing Company
2 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

New Horizons in English - Addison and Wesley

(about age 11 and up)

Miami Linguistic Readers - D.C. Heath

(for younger children)

- 4
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LAib.,ENGLISH SERIES

17863 Book 1 $ 1.75
17945 . Workbook 1 1.00
17864 Book 2 1.75
17946 Workbook 2 1.00
17865 Book 3 1.75
17947 Workbook 3 1.00

17951 Teacher's Manual, Levels 1-3 2.50

(other leveialand supplementary materials are availble)
- -

A
18010 Practical Conversation in English for 1.50

Beginning Stude4

17412 Practical Conversation in English for 1.50
Intermediate Students

17411 Practical Conversation in English for 1.50
Advanced Students

Regents Publishing Company
2 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

ENGLISH THIS WAY

97106 Book 1 . 1.08
97101 Book 2 1.08
97102 Book 3 1.08
97103 Book 4 1.08
97104 Book 5 1.08
97105 Book 6 1.08
97106 Teacher's Manual and Key to Books 1-6 1.35
97107 Book 7 1.08
97108 Book 8 1.08
97109 Book 9 1.08
97110 Book 10 1.08
97111 Book 11 1.08
97112 Book 12 1.08
97113 Teacher's Manual and Key to Books 7-12 1.35

Regents Publishing Company
2 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

18137 English as a Second Language: From
eory to Practice .(New Edition)

'6y Mary Finocchiaro

18072 The Foreign Language Learner: A Guide
for Teachers by Mary Finocchiaro and
Michael Bonomo

3.25

3.95



READING RESOURCES

(DSHS Region 5 Office)

.Sources relating to Adjustment Problems of Vietnamese Refugees living in the
United States

Crawford, And. The Customs nd Culture of Vietnam: Rutland, Vermont:
Tuttle Co., 1966

Dareff, Hal. The Story of Vietnam; a Background Book for Young People.
Parents' Magazine, 1966.

Dooley, Thomas A. Deliver Us from Evil: The Story of Vietnam's Flight to Freedom.
New York: New American Library, 1961.

Human Rights Department. Asian Experience in America. City of Seattle, 1969.
Brief Historical sketches.

Le Kwang Kim. "AdWoman of Viet-Nam in a Changing World," cited in: Ward,
Bill-bare E. Women in the New Asia. Paris: 1963, pp.462-70.

Lyman, Stanford. M. The Asian in the West. Reno: Western Studies Center,
Desert Research Institute, Unive'rs'ity of Nevada System,
Soc. Sci. & Human Publ. #4, 1970. Sociological perspectives
on Asians in this country.

Nguyen-Din-Hoa. Verbal and Non-verbal Patterns of Respect Behavior in
Vietnamese Society. Ann Arbor:, Uniiiersity Microfilms, 1957.

Nguyen-Khac-Kham. Introduction to Vietnamese Culture. Saigon: Dept. of
National Education, 1961.

Nguyen-Van-Thuan. An Approach to Better Understanding of Vietnamese Society.
Saigon: Michigan State University, 1962.

Pham-Gia-Thinh. "Traditional Vietnamese Customs," Viet-My, v. 8, no. 3
(Sept. 1963) pp. 30 -42.

Slusser, Mary. Characteristics of the People: Vietnam. (n:p.) 1957.

Sue; Stanley, and Nathaniel N. Wagner; eds. Asian-Americans: Psychological
Perspectives, Ben Lomond; Calif.: Science and Behavior Books,
1973. ,Contains some excellent articles, though much of the book
is coined in psychological jargon.

Schrock, . et al., Ethnic Groups in the Republic.of Vietnam. Dept. of the
Army pam. no. 550-105, 1966. (Ethnographic Study Seties).
Comprehensive survey of ethnic segments of Vietnam as to
physical, cultural, psychological characteristics of each.

Tran- Vna -Tung4 Vietnam. New York: Praeger, 1959. Concerns land, history,
family, Literature and the arts.
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U. S. Army Area Handbook for Vietnam. Washington, D. C.: Foreign Area Studies
Division, Spetial Operations Research Of c., American UniveristN, 1967.

U. S. Congress.
(

Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. Refugee Problems in
South Vietnam and Laos. Hearings, 89th Cong., 1st Sess. Washington', D. C.:
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1965.

U. S. Department of Defense. Armed Forces'Information and Education.
A Pocket Guide to Vietnam, 1966.

U. S. Department of State. Foreign Service Institute. Vietnamese Basic
Course. (2 vols.) Washington, D. Q.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1967.

Related Books & Articles

Burvill, P. W. "Immigration and Mental Disease," Australian & New Zeland Jourpal
of Psychiatry, v. 7 no. 3 (aept. 1973), pp 155-62.
Reviews the literature on immigration and mental illness emphasizing
the types of disorders., the effects of time, the nature of the
individual, and the area in which he locates, and various
methodological considerations.

Chen, Pei-Ngor. "Samoans in California," Social Work, v. 18, no. 2 (Mar. 1973)
pp. 41-48; Describes the island culture and traditions of the
Samoan People and the community characteristics of Samoan
immigrants in California. Constructive methods are suggested
to help them overcome their culture-shcok and problems encountered
in ad ting to a radically different life-style.,

/
Integrated Education Associ tes, Chinese.Amerieans: School and Community

- Problems. Chicago, 1972. Good collection of short articles about Chinese
: . adjustments in western co unities.

-Kim, Bok-Lim C.1 "Asian Americansk No Model Minority," Social Work, v. 18,
no. 3 (May 1973) pp. 44-53. Excellent introduction to
stereotypes, social problems, history.

Sue, Stanley & Harry F. Kiteno, "Asian Americans: A Success Story?' Special
issue of Journal of Social Issues, 1973.

Bibliographies

Asian American Research Project. Asians in America: A Selected Annotated
Bibliography, University of California, Davis, 1971. Excellent bibliography.

Chen, J. H. Vietnam: A Comprehensive Bibliography. Methchen, N. J.: Scarecrow,
1973. Sections on Sociology and Culture; Economic; Political and.
Military sources.

Heaney, Judith W. Vietnam: A Bibliography, U. S., Agency for International
Development, 1968,

Holt Adoption Program. Reading List on Adoptions: Korea & Vietnam. Eugene,
Oregon., 1974. (mimpo)
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Wang, Arthur. Bibliography of Asian American Literature: An Arbitrary
Selection. Tacoma,'Washington: Asian American Alliance, 1975.

What to Read on Vietnam: A Selected'Annot. Bibliography. 2nd ed. Michigan
State University, Vietnam Advisory Group. New York: Institute of PacifiC
Relations, 1960.

Contains about 300 books, reports, and articles relating to contemporary
.Vietnam. .Includes a list of periodicals published in Vietnam prepared by
Nguyen Xuan,Dao and RiChard K. Gardner.

Prepared b : Anne Hale, Librarian at Cascadia' Diagnostic Center
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COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Agency' Service

1) Asian American Alliance
." 1311 South 'M' Street

Tacoma, Wn.

Contact: Dien Van Nguyen
Camp Murray )5

(206) 552-3675

Asian Counseling & Referral
627 South Jackson Street
Seattle, Wn.

Contact: Henry Takahashi.
(206) 682-5143

3) Camp Murray
Vietnamese Assistance Center
Camp Murray, Wn.

Contact: Jim Hall
Jeff Kibler
(206) 552-3644

4) Employment Opportunities Center
4726 Rainier Avenue S.
Seattle, Wn.

Contact: Vova Hashimoto -
(206) 725-8200

.5) Vietnamese Amprican Assoc.
1608 East Jefferson
Seattle, Wn.

Contact: Mike Edwards
(206) 323-8438
(206) 323-8439

General, social work related

Adult, social work related

Processing Station

Resumes of Vietnamese and
employment opportunities

o

Multi-Service Organization

40 .


